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FROM THE BOARD
ming, fishing and lounging.  Most of the
lake you can wade 15-20 feet out and the
water would only be at your waist. Being able to wet wade like that made for
some awesome early morning dry fly
fishing.  Watching the sun peek over the
mountains while netting yellow perch
by the dozen was a memory I won’t
soon forget.
The afternoon and evening fishing were a
PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE little more
elusive
by
but just as
Michael Mazingo
rewarding
hen I was in the Army
when you
we went to the field a
could find
lot. For those of you
the trout
who are not sure what that means,
in deeper
think camping but without a tent or
water.
campfire or any small creature comWith the
fort for that matter. We would spend
average
7-10 days training and sleeping under
daily temthe stars in every weather condition
perature
imaginable. In Afghanistan we would
around 75
often patrol well into the night and then
degrees it
take turns sleeping and pulling guard
is easy to A scenic view of Four Mile
in some grape fields before moving
find your- chael’s campsite.
again with the coming of dawn. To say
self kicking around on the water well
I have roughed it is an understatement
into the afternoon before your stomach
but I still love camping.
reminds you that time really does fly
Camping is still my favorite thing
when you’re having fun.  
to do.   I love to be in nature and the
Before taking this trip I was unsunsets and rises are more beautiful in
able to find anyone who had been to
person than any picture could possibly
or fished Four Mile Lake and was not
replicate.  Camping becomes even betsure of what flies to bring so I brought
ter when paired with fishing, so I tend
a little of everything.  Like most mounto combine the two every chance I get.  
tain lakes I have fished in Oregon the
My wife and I recently returned
balanced leech seemed to be the most
from a long trip that was one for the
successful and consistent fly for trout.  I
ages.  If you have not been to Four Mile
tried every color imaginable but brown
Lake, you have definitely missed out on
was definitely the color that hit the best.
an awesome experience. We made resI should mention that you will need to
ervations at the beginning of summer
be prepared to drive on six miles of a
and picked our site without having ever
dirt and gravel single lane road to get
been there before. We somehow manto Four Mile Lake.  You will be without
aged to pick the best campsite possible
cell phone service (not a bad thing) and
for tent camping and access to fishing.  
without power. There is water from two
We had shade for the tent and were able
hand pumped wells and one rest room
to leave our pontoons in the water, ancentrally located in the middle of the
chored to the beach.
campsite.
The lake itself is set up for swimIf sightseeing and a sudden urge for
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soft served ice cream is on your bucket
list Fish Lake resort is a short drive
down 140.   Fish Lake resort also offers food and adult beverages and will
bring you back into cell phone service.  
We were able to pick up ice and do a
little hiking around the lake followed
by ice cream and a quick call to the
kids to make sure everything on the
home front was okay.
Rustic camping and
great fishing await
you if you
if you are
up for the
challenge.
I
would be
remiss if
I did not
tell you
that although
Lake from President’s Mi- there is
no power,
sewage or water hook ups at Four Mile
Lake they do have plenty of campsites
that can accommodate RV’s. Additionally, the boat ramp is actually just
a slow sloping hard packed beach and
we watched several trucks with all four
tires in the water launching or retrieving boats.  We drove down on the beach
and had no issues. The only problems
Continued on Pg. 3

ATTENTION!
Board Meeting
The Board of Directors meet in
the conference room of the
Tap Rock Restaurant
The next meeting is scheduled:
Sept. 3rd at 6:00pm or
the first Tuesday
of the month
All members welcome
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PROGRAMS

Future Programs
Oct 15		
Nov 9		
Dec 17		
Jan 21		
Feb 18		
Mar 17
Apr 21
May 19

Lance Grey
Annual Auction
Dave Meurer
Dave Hughes
Phil Rowley
Brian O’Keefe
Fly Tyer’s Night
TBA		

President’s Message Cont. From Pg. 2

WHEN:
September 17, 2019

TIMES:
5:30 PM
Social Hour and
Fly Tying Demo.
6:30 PM
Meeting
7:00 PM
Dinner and Program

WHERE:
Wild River Pub
533 NE F St. G.P.

Chris King - Fishing the Lower Sacramento

we had during our time is the campsite
next to us had their cooler full of alcohol stolen in the middle of the night,
which the camp host said was a problem this year around all of the lakes
surrounding the Lake of the Woods.  

Photo Potpourri

Joe Knapik casting to tarpon in a pool.

Chris King is a Fly Fishing Guide specializing on the Lower Sacramento. He is a Master and Spey certified casting instructor as well as a
fly tier and oarsman. He lives in Redding where he manages Chris King
Fishing.
King says “I have a passion for FlyFishing and the outdoors. I feel
blessed to share that with others. I offer guided trips for trout & Steelhead
in California.”
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CASTING ABOUT
Field & Stream 2019 Fly Tying Class

F

by David McCants

ield & Stream, Medford,
Oregon will start fly tying
classes on August 14th, 2019.
There are no fees for these classes, and
they will be taught by Mr. David P.
McCants our fishing associate.   Class
size (8 – 15) will vary depending on the
number of students signing up for each
class. The classes will be held from
6-9pm in front of the store Moose.
These classes are not for beginners and
you can bring your own vise and tools,
or we will have vise and tools available
for in store use.
The classes and dates are as follows:
August 14th –
Flies
for “Bug & Bubble” fishing (group one
flies),
August 19th –
ern Spey Flies,

Mod-

August 28th - 		
Flies
for “Bug & Bubble” fishing (group two
flies),
September 4th - Simple guide
flies for King and Coho Salmon,
September 11th - Flies for “Bug
& Bubble” fishing (group one flies),

up for, please let us know ASAP so other persons can attend.

tions we get for the silent auction from
our members are ESSENTIAL for every auction to be a success. We need
those gently used items that are just

Additionally, there will be a Beginning Fly Tying Class conducted
Wednesday nights on the following
dates (seven weeks) at the same location
from 6-9 pm:
Class One!
October 2/9/16/23
November 6/13/20
Class Two!
Jan 15/22/29
Feb 5/12/19/26

November 9, 2019
SOFF ANNUAL
AUCTION
GRANTS PASS GOLF
CLUB
Don’t forget to put this date on
your calendar.   Your auction committee is working hard to bring you plenty
pf goodies for your bidding delight. We
have fishing trips, fly rods, hand-tied
flies by some of Oregon’s best tyers
that just happen to be member of your

September 18th - T r a d i t i o n a l
Steelhead Flies for swinging on the
Rogue River,
September 25th - Flies for Bug &
Bubble fishing (group two flies),
If you are interested, there will be
signup sheets in the store fishing department, or you can contact Mr. McCants at 541-973- 3508. If you decide
not to come to a class you have signed
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Silent Auction Tables start with A - notice the varied items on it.

club. This is just the tip of iceberg to
wet your bidding appetite. The dona-

The tables for the silent auction go from
A to F and are loaded with items.

Another of the silent auction tables.

waiting for someone else to repurpose
them.   They don’t have to be just fly
fishing items as it is just before Christmas so many items are worth going in
the silent or bucket raffle.  Remember
those mouth-watering pies that brought
in some good money and those decorations, kitchen items, etc.  So if you have
anything that you would like to donate
please contact me or anyone of the auction committee members and we will
make arrangements to get the items
collected. I am writing this email notice now even though our auction is in
November, we only have two general
meeting before then as we are taking
our summer break.

Thanks
John Storfold, SOFF Auction
Chair
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OUTINGS AND WORKSHOPS
Second Annual Fall BBQ
By Steve Day

Rogue Flyfishers
& Southern Oregon
Fly Fishers
Presents
The Second Annual
Fall BBQ
Saturday, September 7th,
Touvelle Park Pavilion
Don’t miss this wonderful Event!  
Last year was a big success with great
food and camaraderie!  Like last year,
we will have tying demonstrations,
games, clinics and instruction. This
year we have a raffle with a chance
to win a TFO Rod and Reel.
The Event will begin at 10:00
a.m. with BBQ served around 3:00
p.m. The meal will include BBQ’d
Pork Ribs, Grilled Chicken, Ranch
Beans, Salad, Fresh Fruit, Grilled Jalapenos and Tortillas. Chilled water
will be provided. However, you may
bring your own beverage of choice.
RSVP’s are required by Tuesday,
September 3rd and $5.00 will be collected at the event.

2019 Outings
Sept 7		
Oct 19		
Nov 2		
Jan 1		
Feb		
Mar		
Apr		
May		
Jun		

Clinic/Picnic
Rogue Steelhead
Rogue Coho
Chili Feed
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

To RSVP contact Steve Day at
icrsrd303@gmail.com or by phone at
(661) 742-5835 (afternoons only) and
please indicate whether you prefer
Ribs or Chicken.
So. Oregon Fly Fishers will
RSVP in the usual manner by either
going to the club’s website and using
the dinner meeting response or by
emailing the editor with your RSVP.
Also indicate your preference as to
ribs or chicken. The cost of the barbecue will be $5.00 and will be collected at the event.

Casting Games at the
Second Annual Fall
BBQ
By John MacDiarmid

A

slightly modified version  
of the American Casting
Association 5wt. Casting
Game will be available for all   at the
picnic. David Haight will conduct the
game. Two donated, slightly used Scientific Anglers SharkWave fly lines will
be awarded to the top men and women
casters. We will have a 9’,5wt rod and
line for you to use or you can bring your
own. Please, no rods over 9’ long or
5wt. There is a distance component to
the game and these rods have an unfair
advantage.
The accuracy component consist of
4 rings at 20,24,30,40 feet. There is a
bonus 5th target at 50’. Casting to each
target will start with no more than 2’
of line outside the rod tip. Judging distance is a big part of accuracy casting.
The second target will be directly
behind the first target and the highest
scoring cast to the second target will
not have line laying in the first target.
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Translation: practice your curve cast.
You can have a good overall score even
if you do not have a curve cast; it is a
small component of this casting game.
The target casts will be followed by 4
distance casts. The sum of the two longest casts times ten will be added to the
accuracy score for the total score.
Participate. Have some fun and
win a fly line!
The Mover Continued From Pg. 6

guamish. Since that time the pattern
has proven itself on many West Coast
steelhead waters for summer fish into
the late fall. It is generally tied lowwater style with sparse materials and
the body tied short on the shank. The
claret color provides enough of a dark
profile with just enough color and flash
to attract attention.

TYING TIPS
This fly is a perfect example of how
you can take your favorite steelhead
pattern and modify materials to create
a low-water version. Just follow these
simple guidelines: shorten the body on
the hook shank; thin out the body by
using floss or poly yarn instead of chenille; reduce the number of wing fibers
by 1/2 and reduce the angle; and, use
soft hackle materials with 1/2 as many
turns. Tie some up, give them a test
flight and let me know how you do.
Tie One On,
Dan Kellogg (you can contact me at
FLYGUY@EZNORTHWEST.COM)

Fly Tied By Dan Kellogg
Fly Courtesy of the Rogue Fly
Fishers’ Archives.
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FLY TYING CORNER

The Mover

Hook: 			
			
Thread:		
Tag:			
Body:			
Rib:
Wing :		
Collar:			
			
Head:			
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Daiichi 2421 or Equiv. Light Salmon/Steelhead
Hook, Sie 6-2.
Claret 6/0
Oval Gold Tinsel, Small.
Claret Floss.
Oval Gold Tinsel.
Red Squirrel Tail.
Natural Lemon Wood Duck Flank, Followed By
Shorter Guinea Fowl Dyed Claret.
Claret Tread.

Tying Instructions:
1) Start the thread two eye-widths back from the eye. Lay down a thread layer covering 2/3 the shank length.
2) Tie in the oval gold tinsel, wind it 4 turns back toward the hook bend and then forward to the thread. Tie off and let the
tinsel hang. Advance the thread to just behind the eye.
3) Tie in the claret floss, wind it back to the tag, then reverse the direction and wind a second layer to just behind the eye.
Tie off and trim.
4) Wind the oval gold tinsel forward in 5 evenly spaced turns. Tie off and trim.
5) Select a small bunch of red squirrel tail, trim to length so tips are 3/4 the shank length, and tie in the squirrel tail material on top of the shank at two eye-widths behind the hook eye.
6) Select a Wood duck feather with barbs long enough to reach the wing tips. Tie on the feather and wind it 2 turns to
form the under collar.
7) Select a claret dyed guinea feather with barbs shorter than the Wood duck. Tie on the feather and wind it 2 turns to
form the over collar.
8) Form a small, neat head with claret thread. Whip finish the thread and apply cement.
   The Mover fly was developed by Tim Colman of Linwood, Washington, in 1986, for the North Fork of the StillaContinued on Pg. 5

John Storfold

Fly Tying Chair

541-660-6584

steelyjohn@charter.net

Membership Form

Please make checks payable to:
SOFF and mail to: PO Box 1144,
Grants Pass, Oregon 97528

Regular..........................................$35.00
Family............................................$45.00
Youth..............................................$10.00
Contributing..................................$50.00
Lifetime (Individual)...................$350.00
Lifetime (Couple).........................$450.00

Name(s):
Address:
City:                                               State:                                         Zip:
Phone: Home (         )                             Work: (        )
Email:
Personal interests:				
Renewal:_____New:______
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My Montana Fly
Fishing Adventure

county fair board member (the county
fair was last weekend including the rodeo, which we enjoy), and was called
out to a fire Friday night; and a fatal
accident just south of the fair site on
Saturday night. He was also called out
to a small fire Thursday night; state fire
fighters had it handled.  He also volunteered to strip the bulls after the rides
and got his hand smashed on Friday
night.  This guy never stops and seems
to be indestructible.

CHANGING LINES

COMING EVENTS

9-7
		
9-10
		
9-17

10-1
10-8
		
10-17
10-19
11-7
		

Club Outing and Picnic at
Tou Velle Park
SOFT Fly Tyers, Madrone
Mobile Home Park in Gold
Hill
Club Meeting - with Chris
King
Board Meeting
SOFT Fly Tyers, Madrone
Mobile Home Park in Gold
Hill
Club Meeting with Lance
Gray.
Club Outing - Rogue Steel
head.
Annual SOFF Fund Raising
Auction and Dinner

Editor’s Notebook Cont. From Pg. 8

Now I’m going back to the Williamson and this time I’ll be fishing for
myself.
As an aside, when I fish the Williamson, I don’t like to drive over to
Chiloquin the day I’m going to fish.
Rather I spend the night there. Up to
this point, I always stayed at Melita’s,
the garden spot on Hwy 97. So I was
particularly happy in seeing the completion of the new hotel at the Indian
Casino. On my last trip with my son,
we stayed at the Sleep Inn Hotel and let
me say what a difference there was between it and Melitas. Can you say day
and night? So if you’re going to be in
the area and need lodging, I wouldn’t
hesitate in recommending the ’Sleep
Inn’.
One more thing, now that summer is almost over with September in
the offing, we will once again be having monthly club meeting. Our next
meeting is on September 17th, so you
might want to mark that down. See you
there!

By Mario Ramirez

Mario has only been in the club
a short while, but was able to put together an excellent article about his
latest fishing adventure in Montana,
Not only did he tell his story, but was
able to include photographs of his trip.
Be still my beating heart!
This month I had an overaboundance of material and it was necessary
to split Mario’s article into two parts so
here is Part 1
The Editor
It was my second trip to Superior,
MT.   I was very excited to fish for a
variety of reasons.  I really want to see
how much I’ve improved in the six years
it’s been since we first visited.
Fishing from a drift boat has its
challenges. Fishing from the front has
an advantage as the fish see your fly
first.  After that it sees your leader and
then the line, which is in front of the
fisherman in the rear.   So, you work a
bit harder to land fish from the stern.
I’m on a mission to learn during the
trip; get better; pick up tips from the
pros. So, I’m a sponge, asking questions. Please show me how to do it
right.

One of several rainbows landed by Mario
Ramirez.

Steve Temple, owner of Clark Fork
Trout and Tackle, is from Riverside,
CA.   He guided us all three days even
though he is the Superior fire chief,

Mario’s guide holds a rainbow that Mario just landed

Our other guide, Brooks Sanford,
is a fishery biologist by education and
former occupations, but is currently a
high school science teacher and girls
basketball coach at St Regis K-12
school. Being a teacher and a coach,
he was able to help me with various
casting techniques.  He sold the outfitter to Steve and Peggy around 10 years
ago. He guided us 6 years ago and
remembered us because we had Matthias, from Iceland, with us.
Day one I fished with Steve as our
guide. We begin our 14 mile drift from
St Regis.   I caught a few fish with Steve,
a nice rainbow and a couple of small
cutthroats. The other boat caught 12. I
need to be on that boat tomorrow!  
We fished dry flies, a Chernobyl
hopper, tan in color. We had fair results. My brother-in-law and I tangled
lines more than I’d like to admit. Of
course, it wasn’t me.  ;)
Part Two Continued Next Month.
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Editor’s Notebook

ell by the time that you
read this piece, I will
have returned from my
second trip to Chiloquin and another
float trip down the Williamson River.
My first trip was two weeks ago when
I treated my son to fish the Williamson with guide Marlon Rampy.
I wish I could say that the day
was ‘red hot’, but it wasn’t. Both my
son and I caught several fish, lost several and missed the hook set on others, but for me it was enjoyable just
to watch my son swing the long rod
as he listened to the advice readily
given to him by Rampy. Although my
son is an excellent caster, his forte is
with dry flies; whereas his experience
with sub-surface flies is lacking. He
learned quickly and was able to cast
out, mend and make long drag free
casts. Not being familiar with a fishing an indicator, he missed several
takes, but that is life and I’m sure

he’ll improve the next time he comes
up here.

Duane Jr. with one of the rainbows he
landed on the Williamson.

As I said, my son is an excellent
caster so when Rampy saw some fish
rising near shore he set up a dry fly rod
and had my son cast to the fish. The
casts to the fish had to be 60 feet or so
and my son had no problem getting the
fly to the last location of the rise. He
had made numerous casts to the fish,
and had one huge fish rise to the fly.

He struck the fish with such vigor, that
only Rampy catching him prevented
him from falling backwards in the
boat. Unfortunately, with so much line
out, he missed the fish which Rampy
estimated to be double digit in weight.
Although disappointed at missing the
fish, be continued casting and finally
hooked a nice fish on the dry. After
several minutes of playing the fish, he
was able to land it which was estimated
to be some 5 ½ pounds by the guide.
Needless to say my son was ecstatic as
this was the largest trout he had ever
caught. I must say the ‘old man’ was
also elated for the kid!
The rest of the float was anticlimactic with a few more landed, lost
or missed. For me, although I like to
catch fish, I was more than satisfied in
watching my son learning a new fishing style and catching fish, even though
his biggest fish was on a dry.
Continued on Pg. 7

